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President Shain after his April 29 speech in Palmer.
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Pres. Shain Speaks On
Financial Problems
by Sue Kronick
"We're not alone in our flnancial plight," stated President Shain
at the April 29 all·college finan·
ces. Alone or not, the financial
picture that the president painted
was far from an optimistic one.
[n a series of slides that he had
prepared
for the meeting
Mr.
Shain presented students, faculty
and
administrators
with two
hypothetical
five.year projections.
Projection A, which provides for
no growth in the student population, consists
of the following
criteria:

1. Salaries and wages are projected at an annual average in·
crease of 6o/~
2. Student
aid
expense
is
maintained at the same perstudent
level as j 970-71 and prOVides for
tuition increases.
3. Tuition
increases are projected at a $200 per year increase
beginning with $2500 in 1970-71.

4. Library additions are projected to be functional
1973·74.

beginning

5.

Provision

is

made

for

normal inflation.
The thorough
evaluation
of
Conn's current revenue is a highly
complex project. It is clear, however, that the bulk of Conn's
income is drawn from student

tuition

and fees, endowments.

gifts, and research grants.
The estimated
revenue from
student
tuition
and
fees in
1969-[970
is $3,549,8J5.
Under
projection
A litis figure would
increase
to
$3,969,800
in
1970-71. By 1974-75 this figure
would expand to over five million
dollars.
At present, the student.faculty
ratio is 10.6: I. In addition, the
CoUege's operating
expense per
student is $4,739, and its operat·
ing revenue per student is $4,01 I.
Consequently,
Conn suffers from
a $728 deficit in educating an
individual student for one year.
This figure stands despite the fact
that the endowments per student
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)

wealth of Pennsylvania 10 report
to the Pennsylvania Higher EduC3.
tion Assistance Ageney the narnt
of any Pennsylvania students al
Conn who may be arrested or
dismissed
for "radical
campus
activities."
Any student SO reported 10 the PHEAA would be
declared ineligible for financial aid
from thai agency. Some Pennsylvania residents now studying at
Conn are receiving loans or scholarship grants from the PHEAA.
The College is one of elghl
Connecticut
instltuuons
which
agreed to provide this inforrnati n
to the Commonwealth.
of
April 15, 29 colleges in this Slate
had refused to cooperate with the
PHEAA.
Vale,
Trinity
and
Wesleyan have so far delayed a
decision on whether or not to sign
the agreement.
A college's refusal to sign the
agreement means that students at
that particular school are no long.
er eligible for PIIEAA loans or
scholarships.
The Pennsylvania Higher duo
cation Assistance Agency was reo
lated by the state legislalure in
1963 to administer a state pro·
gram of guaranteed
loans and
grant assistance to able students
with financial need who reside in
Pennsylvania.
The financial aid
may be applied toward the cost of
out-of·state colleges.
Last fall, lhe Pennsylvania [e·
gislature, outraged by nationwide
campus disruptions,
passed the
two bilis which many colleges
have attacked as an infringement
on the student's civiJ liberties.
The impact of these measures
was
described
by Haverford
College President John
aleman
in an open letter to his students.
Coleman wrote:

Paul Newman, Rock Groups Highlight
"Citizens For Duffy" Rally in Palmer
In a speech delivered in Palmer
Auditorium
April 30, Paul Newman gave support to Rev. Joseph
Duffey's senatorial campaign. The
appearance was primarily a ques·
tlOn and answer session to fami·
liarize
students
with
Duffey's
VIews on important issues.
Also on the program for the
rally were two singing groups,
ick and John and Swamp Gas.

by Mary Ann Sill
There was a twelve minute movie
on Joe Duffey; Duffey himself
was unable to appear at lhe last
minute.
Newman was asked several p0litical questions, the first of which
was about Mayday in ew Haven.
He related Ihat Duffey believes
Black Panther Bobby Seale will
get as fair a trial as any black man
is able to obtain in this country.

He stressed that racism would be
less evident because the trial is so
public.
In response to a question on
the Middle Easl situalion,
e:w.
man said Duffey feels it is our
responsibilily
10 recognize
the
government of Israel and to main·
tain the balance of power in the
~lJdd[e East.
When asked aboul
ambodJa,
ewman made it clear that the
answer would be negative with
merely a "thumbs-down"
gesture.
Accordmg to e:wman, Duffey
favors the lowering of Ihe voting
age 10 18 and establishing a volun·
teer anny.
ewman stressed Duffey" hon·
esty and slnughtforwardne
. He
appealed to sludents to "go OIIt
and make your presence fell." It's:
a hard thing 10 work rhrough the
system, he continued,
but It IS:

l» nee Lopa II 0
"Th
I sc. d
n Lntw
dmoes 10 be me' before my
Pen 'h',lrlU uuknl nuy reeei

Jl:h "nillp or
n fund from lhe
rare, The colltF .. hk:h lhe IU·
dent b Iflendl"l
muu pee 10
supply rhe foil"",
Infomlallon
on all Penn I n, >ludenl
before ilny one of our students may

Inc

Connecticut
College cannot prOtect 'IS students 'rom oncampus police search Of' arrest arising from illeoal poJSel5ion of
drugs, acco<ding 10 Presidenl Shain. The Collage edmini<tfa"on
had not been warned of the state police action tIk ... on
lasl week.
'We thought tnat our relations with local pollOI Insured us
Ihat their entry on campus would be proceeded by a warning But
police entered tast ni~t Without our previOUS knowledge," Sham
staled lasl Wednesday. The Presidenl also emphasized
lhe
action was taken by state rather than local police.
College policy on ill"931 use of drU9' IS oulllned ,n lhe College
handbook, Ihe "C·Book." The stalemenl reads,
"We absolulely di .. ppr"". of tho Iakin9 of drulP ill !ly.
Students involved in their use Or' distribution wHl be liabl. to
College disciplinary
ecnon wt'llch may 1"e1ude diS""
I.nd
cannot expect protection 19ainst responsible publIC uthorll..,.,"
State laws, newly revised on October 1,1961,
nt very .teYeri.
For example. any person found giving, nOt selling but gllll"9 or
administering legal drugs to Inother person IS hable to I ptl'\lhy
of imprisonment for not less chan five years.
Simple po"es,ion
of HI.I drug. may be puni.hed
by
imprisonment
of not more than ten V n. tMarlluana Is con't~
dared a drug under Connecticut
StU, Law.) The new law is
equally severe on the possession of any Quanllty of mph,umlnel
and barbiturates.
All these offenses ate felonies. not miteS.
meanon.

CI""U'

""'I

John Doar, Rev. Paul
To Speak At Commen
The
ommencement
speaker
for the fifly.sccond
gradual 109
elass will be the Rt. Rev. Paul
Moore, Jr., Bishop
oad)utor of
the DIOcese of
e:w Vork. and
John Ooar, Pre ident. Bedford·
Stuyvesanl
Deveiopmenl
and
Service orporalion.
The Rt. Rev. Paul loore. Jr.
will address bacca!uareale services
on Saturday, June 6. Principal
spe.ker
al
Ihe
June
7th
Commencement
exercises will be
John Doar.
Bishop loore I chalCrnan or
the Committee
of 100 of Ihe
.A.A.Cl'.
Legal Defense Fund
.nd se",es on Ihe advlso!)' board
of the Urban League of WashlOg·
lon, D.C. from 1963·1970. toore
served for a lime a dlleclor of
Operation Connection.
an mter·
faJlh eoahllon concemed w'lh the
relation of the new black leader·
ship to lhe whtle c mmunuy,
especially 10 lhe area of C\:onoml~
developmenl.
He IS also a member of Ihe
Vale Corporation al Vale n" rlIy and i a tm tee of Ih. General
TheolOgical Senunary.
He I a
graduale of Yale and hold an
honorary S.T.D. degree from the
General Theological
enuna!) and

an honorary D.O. from V"gm13
Theological
nunary.
John
Ooar I fonner
A ,tant Atlorney General 10 the
Civil nghlS dlVI IOn of the Oep.rt·
ment of Ju lice. Ourn1& hi seven
year with Ihat deparlmenl he WIS

an

actwc

partiCipant

Paul Newman discusses Duffey at press conference.

photo by davit

Rt. Rev. Paul

Moo""

Jr.

In

the

government's
voting
light
enforcement
program. Ihe school
and
public
accommodahon
desegrallon
program'
and Ihe
equal employment
opportunlbes
program.
In recognition of his Civil rights
acl,v,l,es he receIved ,n 1964 the
Pre ,denr'
Award
for 0, tmgUlshed C,v,lIan Se",;ce. In 1968
he received Ihe .e:w York chapter
of lhe ,\merk:an Je:w,>I> Comm,'lee' Stanley
\1. I
Human
RelatlOfU ward.
Ooar wa elecla! pre Idenl of
the
·cw Yor
CII
board of
edUcation Ul Iq . He IS a clurter
lfUitee of Prlncet n
mver 1t).
.. here he
rn«l In B.
degree,
He I a graduale of the n""l1It)
of Cahfonna
d1oo/ of UlW and
hold
honorary
LL.D.
degree
from
Proncelon
UOIve",ly.
Rulger
nn-en,,)
and the
Un"-e,,,,> of 1\ consln.

necessary.
Auxiliary Drain is open and
functioning. Winthrop basement is
now the place to rome and relax
to candlelight and sounds, coffee
and food. Auxiliary Drain is open
every night from approximately 8
to 12. It opens somewhat later on
Monday's and stays open later on
weekends.
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We Can't Afford It
.
President

. ,
h last Wednesday, which concerned
ham S speec
t b ing
ts of the College was an attempt
0 n
~~: ~~~~r:;s~e~rations
for quality education in line with

~====:;;=Lelu_e_r_S;M;'Y::n~~p~. c~~h;an~~;ler~E_d_it_O~F;::r:ua~ry~,

:th~e~"e:m:er:ge:nc:y~:::]

Next week, we will publish
the
I a s tis
sue
0 f
SATYAGRAHA for the sernester. All announcements, CONTROVERSY columns, and letters to the editor should be
submitted
no later than
Wednesday, May 6 at 9:30.
Material may be brought to the
SATYAGRA HA 0 ffiic e or sent
to P.O. Box 135I. The e,htors
may be contacted at Ext. 504.

Lynne T. Chrupcala
Susan H. Clash
Peggy A. COD
hen
Barbara A. JOn
Deborah G. Foster
Judith Heilman Foster
Ellen S. Grenadier
Barbara A. Hawes
Anita H. Laudone
D'lana S . L evy
Susanna K. Lewis
Laura L. Nash
G ai'11. Ph e t erson
Cynthia Sokolov Rosen
Barbara J. Roses
Barbara E. Skolnik
'
L . St one
AIison
] arret L. Yeomans

limited financial resources.
. I
oU~he Colle e i • a most of us had suspected, i~ a financla
bind
nde; present
conditions,
the College IS operating
under an increasing annual deficit, and mdicanons are that
the situation will worsen in coming years.,
.'
President
hain' only proposed alternative to financial
cata trophe
threatens
to aggravate a Situation
which IS
already causing student discontent. Mr. Sham suggested that
the college increa e its enrollment by 400 students-whIle
not
increasing the faculty proportionately.
This would raise the To The Editor:
The April 14 issue of your
student-faculty
ratio from its present 10.6 to one, to twelve
paper carried on page 6 a block
to one.
rti I I announcement that seven semors
On the surface,
these figures do not seem pa ICU ar y had been elected to the College
alarming. However, with the recent trend of nsing stud~nt Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. Your
interest in already under-staffed
departments,
a Sizable in- listing, unfortunately, left out ,the To the Editor:
names of eighteen other semors
We of the Afro-American Socicrease in enrollment
could create a difficulty for students,
who were also elected to the ety realize that the faculty of
and an almost intolerable
situation for overworked faculty.
society.
Connecticut
College are nut
1r. Shain also announced
the creation. of a Summer
I hoped that you might have super-human. We realize that they
Planning Commission,
similar to the one which operated m spotted your omission m t1m~ are susceptible to petty jealousy.
the summer of 1968. The Commission, comprised of faculty to print a correction in the April We realize that they are not above
and students,
will make proposals on the future academic 21 issue, but I see no such correc- the game of power plays, and that
tion,
they are just as vunerable to the
direction of the college.
.
Please be advised that during contagion of racial bias as any
We realize there are no easy answers to the pressing
the 1969-70 term, 25 seniors other respectable group of liberal
financial problems of the College. However, we hope that the (representing 15 major depart- white Americans. For these reaCommission
will study alternative
measures to expanded
ments) were elected to Phi Beta sons we do not condemn the
Kappa. Four of these seniors were members of the Philosophy deenrollment.
.
In order
to effectively
provide an intimate
learmng selected in September to bear the partment here at Connecticut
experience for its students, this College must remain small. A designation of Winthrop Scholar College. The Philosophy departfor distinguished work through ment has condemned itself.
college is nothing more than the interaction between students
the end of the junior year. The
We have watched a group of
and faculty. The student-faculty
ratio, in part, is a measure- remaining 21 seniors were elected educators schooled in the fields of
ment to both
prospective
students
and faculty of an in March for scholastic achieve- ethics and logic, dedicated to the
ment based on seven semesters of pursuit of impartial inquiry and
institution's
commitment
to an educational life style.
the preservation of truth and in.
In an era when educational
institutions
follow the trend work toward the baccalaureate.
The complete list of all under- tegrity, succumb to personal intoward
expansion,
Connecticut
College cannot afford to
graduate members chosen for the securities and negate the very
compromise
its position-which
is becoming increasingly
current
year was posted in ideals for which they stand. The
unique-as
a small, creative, liberal arts college. It is our most Fanning Hall on March 18. A
dismissal of Dr. Joyce M. Cook
important asset.
carbon copy of the announcement proves the irrelevancy of your
was delivered to the News Office philosophy.
for release after 4:30 P.M. that
To our knowledge only one
same day. (P.S. The Fanning Hall faculty member voiced his protest
announcement was still posted as of the unjust dismissa I a f Dr.
of 12:00 noon today, April 23.) Cook. Are we to assume that the
Surely there must be room in inconsistencies of the Philosophy
"Now It's the Indochina
War," Newsweek's cover story
your
newspaper column for department are representative of
II
d
blared last week. In an appa ingly ispassionate remark in his appropriate mention of individual
.
I"
A
.,.
It·
television
speech
ratlOna !Zing
menca s mvo vemen
m achievements which go beyond the entire campus? If so, this
situation can no longer be enNixon asked that if America didn't
Cambodia,
President
the everyday level.
dured; may your God have mercy
'stand up' in Cambodia, what would she do in the event of "a
Sincerely yours,
on your souls.
real crisis?"
Robert Lee Rhyne
Secretary-Treasurer
Blood being spilled in the name of America's avoidance of
Delta of Connecticut Chapter To the Editor:
"humiliation
and defeat" does not constitute a "real crisis,"
Phi Beta Kappa
Receipt in my mailbox of the
according to the President.
announcement about the MorrisNixon's refusal to admit to the American people the grave
Satyagraha regrets the omis· Smalley colloquy on self-grading
implications
of his decision to enter Cambodia is a frightension of the following names in has moved me to raise a relatively
ing distortion of the facts.
their previous announcement of small issue but one which nonthose elected to Phi Beta Kappa in etheless has been a source of
The President
asserted that once American troops had March 1970:
annoyance to me for some time.
weeded out North Vietnamese base camps and sanctuaries,
Mauricia M. Alvarez
The event is scheduled for
we would immediately
withdraw. Obviously, the lesson of
Cheryl S. Bostwick
Thursday afternoon at 4:30. In
Vietnam has escaped him.
Thursday
night, the President dragged us deeper into the
quagnire.
l

•

Nothing Gained-or Learned

l

mg on the College cale d meet·
held on that same day ~ ar Was
sarne hour; many oth~~ c~t that
lectures have been simil I mpus
duled.
ar y sche.
I teach a class that
that hour, as do at least ~ets at
of my colleagues' and I andful
that I speak for' both SUSpect
th em an d Some of OUrstUde
Some of
.
protesting
the scheduli nts In
events of campus-wide inteng of
rest at
a ti~e w h en some classes
meeting.
are
The College has purp I
freed the 4:20 p.m houose y
Md"
r on
on ays and Wednesdays from
II
classes so that meetings and le~tures can be held. I suggest that if
ItIcan be dhemonstrated that more
f
c a~s~:ee
ours are needed for
acttvltleS such as the Morris_
S malley discussion, they be pro.
vided. Students and faculty who
are curre';1tly scheduled to be in
class dunng those late Tuesday
and Thursday hours should not be
presented with the recurring dilemma of whether to cut class or
to miss a lecture or event of real
interest to them.
Sincerely,
Sara Lee BUrlingame
Instructor in History
Letter to the EdItor
Young people in Connecticut
have an unusual opportunity and
important
responsibility in this
November's elections. Last year
the General Assembly passed legisIation placing an 18 year old vote
question on the November ballot.
Whether or not the Connecticut
electorate will pass by a simple
majority this voting age referendum is primarlly contingent on
what efforts young people make
to organize themselves into a
cohesive campaign force which
can public,
successfully sell the issue to
the
LET'S VOTE 18 is an organization of young people and adults
which for the past two years has
h S
lobbied intensively at t e tate
Capitol in Hartford to bring into
being
this year's referendum
opportunity. While adult support
and advice has been encouraged
and helpful, the organization's
conception, plans, and leadership
emanates from the ranks of thiS
state's youth who are concerned
about "having a say" in society
and are willing to put in long
hours to get it. While having in the
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
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va:Jr;cIetcher,
, Gail

For many of us April was a
frightening month. Just as
spring was raising our spirits,
we were forced by brutal and
unexpected circumstances to
face the awful problems which
face OUf world, from the most
personal to the most widespread international issues.
It all happened in April:
-we were told of the dismal
financial problems facing Conn
College;
-we read and heard and
talked about the expansion of
a useless war that we had
hoped was somehow being
brought to an end'
-~e watched' the nation
contmue to polarize itself into
extreme and fearful factions.'
-we watched in shocked
amazement
the seemingly
deliberate attempts of the
NIXon administration to fur~
ther this polarization-we became more' and more
aw~re of the tremendous
environmental problems facing
the nation and the world
es~ecially those of overpopu~
1atlOn;
. -we heard a major presidential
advisor
recommend
"benign neglect" of racial pro.

blems;
-we read that a poll had
revealed that a majority of
Americans favor some abridge~
ment of the Bill of Rights;
-we
watched
campuses
erupt, bombs explode, police~
men arrest people for flying
kites.
The list goes on and on.
April had perhaps been the
most dismal list of crises,
quotes, and OCCurences since
the summer of 1968.
But
possibly
the most
frightening aspect of the expef1ences of the last few weeks
was the prospect that the
things we had read and heard
about (and in some cases participated in) were only indica~
tors of greater problems in the
future-that
things will get
worse before they get better.
"Advisors" (and bombs) are
being sent into Cambodia in
much the same way that they
were sent into Vietnam a few
years ago, which makes us
wonder if the whole thing is
gomg to happen all over again.
We wonder also if we will be
able to avoid mass starvation
and greater danger of largescale war as a result of an

enormously increasing population. And will polarization
continue until communication
and reason are rejected to be
replaced by name-calling and
violence?
It is difficult in the midst
of a turbulent ~nd confusing
period of time to approach.the
problems of that period ratronally and objectively. For that
reason this article may reflect
more ~larm than is necessary.
But in any case it is obvious
that we as individuals and as a
society are faced with major
dilemmas that must be facedand solved.
To me the solutions cannot
be reach~d through calls-toarms and radical confronta·
tions. They must be reached
through a rejection of paranOIa
and over-reactions and a call to
reason and sanity.
The biggest problem of all,
then is not Indochina or EnVl·
ro~ent
or the End to Oppres·
sian. It is the problem of
making ourselves reali~e the
vital importance of sanIty and
of a reevaluation and reordering of all the wild directions we
have pointed ourselves Ill.
l
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Satyagraha

Wallace tnt
Home ith Harmonium

Topic of Candor
Spiro Agnew's recent attack
on Yale president
Kingmen
Brewster shouldn't
be written
off
as
merely
another
Agnewian tirade agai-,:st a critic
of government.
It IS, rather,
part of the Administration's
continuing effort to silence and
discredit all dissenting intellectuals. As such, it raises some
very disturbing questions about
the role of the intellectual
and
the university in a fre~ society.
The traditional
societal role
of the "intelligentsia"
has been
'
d
f
that of d ev il s a vocate
or
I'
d ox . or . unpopu ar
~northo
Ideas. The UniverSity,
'd d'
Ifconsequently, h as pn e Itse on ItS
independence
and freedom to
o. .
H'
. II
crt tIclze.
Istonca
y,t d most
.'
h
h'
societies
ave
t . IS
ot respec e
freedom, an d In mos countnes
the intellectual
·is a greatly
respecte d an d
sometunes
awesom~ fiIgure.
,
The mtellectual
· A hasn. t fared
1
near Iy as we II In men ca. n a
· h h
d
co~ntry
W h IC
as rna e a
fetIsh of the mythology
of the
Common Man, thiS small'th hlgh.
I.y ed uca t e d group WI .. Its
lI1I1ate tendency toward elItIsm
d
'th
. .
IS vlewe
WI
SUSpICion, at
best.
,.
.,
,
. Brewster s sm ",:"as hIS cntICism of the Amencan
courts.
0

•

0

by Anne Lopatto
He said simply that h did
think it POssib'le for e I not
of the Black Panther m:;:,be:s
receive a fair trial u Pd YthO
f
present court system~
oe:
retaliated
by
calli g f
Brewster's resignation mg
or
The most ironic as
t
o
the whole situation :e"th ;
Agnew
was
uestf~nina
Brewster's prerogitive to
't~
cize the goverrunent
i cr~.1
capacity as a universit n resli~
dent. Notoriously reseXt~1 of
"effete snobs"
Agnew see s
d
.'
m
etermmed to mount a publ',c
campaign against the intellec·
tualsnlwho have the audacI'ty to
ope y criticize
the govern
ment.
.
W
.
hat
IS
at
stake
then
is
the
hi
.
.
"
. stoncal rtght of the univerSIty to pursue an independent
line of thought
In calling cor
"
II
Brewster s resignation ,revo
Agnew
h~ ~ade it clear that, in his
0plillon
. ' the university should
subrrut
will
R I' to " government
....
are y III a free society has a
government official so blatantIy . attempted
to interfere in a
pnvate
university.
If. Agnew
had called for the resignation
f
0 the manager
of Fulton's
Fish Market for making the
same
critical
remark,
the
American
public would have

I

.
.
Ignored him. But, given the
(present. mood of the country,
accordmg
to a ~ecent poll,
76% of ~ll Amencans
fav~r
"}me. abridgement of the Bill
0 d~.ghts),
cou~led with the
tra thana.' Amencan suspicion
o~ the intellectual,
Agnew's
c nees of a~ousmg public
r~t~ntment a~mst the u"!ver~ res are quite good .. either
s:~e student ~emonstr~tIO~s.at
hel e~alt m~Jor h unlv.erslt.les
to tpeh a en eAart : university
e average
mencan
Th en, too, th····
e uOIverslty IS
historically, often the breedin '
gro un d S Cit'
lor revo ulan P er h apsg
in B
t'
th
.
rate
e rekws eArs ra ehr tempeh
r mar s,
gnew
ears ec oes
of Wl·ld·
....ye d anarc h'IStil'
s ca mg
fo r h'IS over th row
B ut the
re
.
A
.
enPdroesslOn
to
rse never gnew
can pusetems
an end
to
IU t'Ion an d revo I'utlonaries.
If th e UOlverSl
.
't y an d' Its
members do ot
th .
n
preserve
elf
right to criticize all phases of
American
society, then they
have no reaso n t 0 exlS
. t Mr
Agnew
evidently
sees' th~
university only as a d'
Issemmator of approved infor
r
But if we desire only r;:r~~~g
by rote, we can all go back to
programmed texts.
0

Conn-Wesleyan Dance Group
Performs "From Outside In"
by Sue Kronick
Dance was at its best the even·
Bonnano and Dennis Dubin simuing of April 29. Under the direclated movements
as they would
tion
of Martha
Meyers,
the
appear
under
a strobe
light.
Connecticut-Wesleyan
Dance
Danced to electronic music, their
Group presented
"From Outside
quick
motions,
larger-than·life
In," and indeed, the program did
facial expressions
and primitive
progress in just that manner.
and religious
poses created
a
On the lawn at the south end
highly imaginative and innovative
of campus,
the program
began
framework.
The piece was wellwith two dance classes presenting
received
by the audience
and
improvisational
works. The twi- rightly So.
light provided exceptional scenery
"Elegy ," danced by five girls in
for the dancers' movements which
long brown skirts is not only a
began to appear silhouette-like
as serious work but also delightfuUy
the sky darkened. After balloons
professional.
Each
dancer dishad been launched
into the air, played a strong special awareness
and the groups had finished their
for the others. The result was an
exercises,
the audience
moved
impressive unity that strengthened
into Palmer Auditorium where the
the dance's impact on the audimore structured
part of the pro·
ence. Although the dance moved
gram took place.
quickly,
there was no sense of
~he first piece, "Energies and
hurriedness, the absence of which
Attitudes,"
was divided into four
is a professional mark.
sections,
"Going,
Bouncing,
"Light and Shadow"
conclu·
Leaning,
Collapsing,
Bumping,
ded the first half of the program.
P~nching."
Each of these pieces
Indeed, the shadows created on
dIsplayed a professional
analysis
the upstage backdrop
were an
and execution of movements
that
intrinsic part of the composition.
are often taken for granted by the The deliberate and imaginative use
average pedestnan_
of light gave the dance its unique
Glona
McClean
and
Anne
character.
~arks da~ced exceptionally
well in _
Susan
Fitzgerald's
solo
to
Collapsmg" in that they projecCzeroy music was highly amusing.
ted a unique sensitivity to the act As plastic gold balls dropped from
of complete
relaxation.
When a the ceiling and rolled in from the
dancer, strikes a difficult attitude,
wings, her preoccupation
with
t~ere IS often a certain expectacollecting them all drew uproari.
t10n on the part of the audience
ous laughter from the audience. In
for a. maintenance
of the dancer's
addi tion,
more
comedy
was
seemIng potential
for an ensuing
provided in the sketches done by
~ynamic
movement.
Thus, the Dave Bonnano,
Matt Edelman,
limpness that followed each atti- and Alison Stone to George M.
tude gave the audience a sense of Cohan's music. The most amusing
the comic, simply by the virtue of of the sketches was one which
the fact that it was unexpected.
satirized American patriotism
in
. "Punching,"
too, was excep- which red, white and blue lightlIonal.
Laurie
Cameron
and bulbs were used.
Woody
Wilson
performed
the
However, the highlight of the
short sketch with
a deliberate
evening was the company's final
aSSUrance and strength that was number,
"Endroit
FoLklorique."
most successfully projected to the Danced
to the music of the
aUdl~nce.
Moiseyev
Orchestra,
the piece
LIbby Nye's "Jazz For 5+3" depicted
a Russian street scene.
was. danced
to modern
rock Even amidst the dancers' spontam~slc. The swift entrances
and neous shrieks and constant actieXIts of individuals
and groups
vity, the talent of Anne Parks
were responsible
for the almost
could not be missed. She projecoyerwhelmingly
fast pace of the ted an assurance with each step
Pl~ce. Although
some aspects of and indeed, a love of the art.
~his dance seemed to be executed
After this piece, the audience
In a disunified
manner, the piece moved
to the sculpture
court
as ~,whole gelled well.
where the company finished the
Gargoile,"
choreographed
by program among red spot lights
a group from Wesleyan, provided
that scanned the dark.
another
comic addition
to the
The entire evening was unique
program.
Barrie
Becker,
Dave and moving. Moving because the

company seemed to be enjoying
what they were doing. As simple a
statement as that may seem to be,
it is often quite difficult for a
whole
company
to give an
audience the sense that they sin·
cerely enjoy their art.
The program was, most assuredly, a delightful gift to all those
who were fortunate enough to see
it.
Attention AU Juniors: There is
a desperate
need for a 1971
KDine staff. Anyone interested
should a ttend a meeting in
Lambdin living room on Wednesday, May 6 at 3:45. If you
are not able to attend, contact
Gwen Goffe, ext. 508.

b) Michael hare
~oel> are sometunes 'he moSl
~~:Sun~h PhiJosogh
P~l1. A poe'')'
rou
tnem 0010 tbe
page, art and philosophy ore of len
spun together, but usuall)
grea'~ or Iesse r degree than the
poet trnself Intended.
. Wallace Stevens conceived of.
PRjlechae
°df philosophIC 'hough •• ha,
c r
Allen BI., mg, m his
book
Wallace
tes ns' wh le

'0'

Harmonium

.....ould

hke

us

10

beheve he hved up 10.
Stevens' intenllon \Ioas to budd
a "Whole
Harmonium."
Dr.
Blessing lells us. HI> collecled
poems are 10 have crealed one
grand poem, Ihe substance of Ihe
symbol, uWhole Hannonium."
Dr. Ble ing's approach 10 Ihi
poet is interesting,
belOg one
which shows each poem as p n of
one cohesive work. This sets up
wild expect3(ions for the reader,
because an artist whose vision
truly encompasses all his works is
a monumenlal figure.
It is cenain the entire work of
a reputable poet can not be easily
underslood.
Blessing admits, "I
spend mosl of my pages working
with 'pieces' rather than Wilh 'The
Whole of Harmonium· ...
Blessing
sees
Stevens
as
engaged in a growing process,
showing how one set of poelry
resolves into another in building
the whoie.
But this process of growing,
with respect to any artist, is not
new or really intriguing. It is
natural. It is the way great works
have been accomplished.
The
maturing
artist cultivates skills,
emotions,
thoughts,
and Ihey
show each time he creales.
Blessing submits lhat Stevens
recogniz.es a cohesive trend in his
own work and cultivates it for its
own sake.
Stevens begins with a section
called, "Harmonium,"
Its poetry
is typified by the lines below from
the poem, "Sunday Morning."
And, in the isolation of the sky,
At evening,
casual flocks
of
pigeons make
Ambiguous undulations
as they
sink,
Downward
to
darkness,
on
extended wings.
Stevens ilTunediately impresses
his audience with the mosl important aspect of his poetry, its trust
in the reality of the world-as Dr.

B~
uni

pUIS 11. ·,1 p1enom<lUl
ne_" lore th.n 'hi>, S,,,ens
lS nol onl) a Mlincr
but II bolch.
enough f m.UllIl 'fOJ hrm '0
exene hi5 poet,)
E h lInt
'hrOUlh
greoltl unde." ndll~
_
lI10Jt
usf) ms. M u
of"
m) Sle'). and liS .ppul
(0 'M
IItnot.

CtJ';

'0 •

'houPt'

T"en') men cnI"';JIlO, bnd ,
Inlo •• ilbge,
An tv. nl) mrn 0'0 ·rJI t\1l nt)

brid

,

Into r",enl)

..ilia

A Ste"'ens maliC mto bier
works, he 001 onl) relishes 'he
realily SIl dear '0 hun. bu. M
come
10 confront
ils rel3llonships 10 man more fully.
Later poems
conlam
more
question aboul (he reality, understanding more about lhe re31ily's
uncenalOlie .
In conceiVing of "The Rock:'
his las' sel of poems, Sleven ha
become at home wilh more arlieu·
late philosophy. A quole from Ihe
lille poem of Ihis last offenng
suggests ,hi.
In this plenty, the poem make
meanings of lhe roek,
Of such mixed molion and such
imagery
That it
barreness
becomes
a
thousand things
And SO exists no more. This is the
cure
Of leaves and of ground and of
ourselves.
tevens became a finer poe I,
and perhaps an ,nteresllng philo·
sopher for his engaging, imprecise
manner.
The poel came to this poinl by
being a simple man who leI time
and events change him, bUI not
appreciably
change his utlook.
This is somewhat inlrigulng for he
lived from 1879 10 1955 and saw
diversity of life in all the confused
moments within that lime.
Yet the turmoils which musl
have surrounded
him did not
disuade him from the belief In lhe
creation
of
his
"Whole
Haflllonium."
Slevens dealt with common
things, with the conviction that
within their symmetry was the
answer for him.
As Dr. Blessing concluded,
"The poems oscillage, slowly at
(Continued on Page 5, Col. S)
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Letters to the Editor continued

------

past organized
upwards of 500
people to attend public hearings
on the voting issue and having
guided the proposal tIuough the
legislature,
LET'S
VOTE now
turns its attention
to presenting
the voting
age arguments
full
fo rce
to
the
people
of
Connecticut
as they consider their
voting stand on youth franchise.
WILL YOU HELP RUN THE
CAMPAIGN? We need every stu·
dent in this school to help organize this young peoples' effort. We
are often
asked to work for
candidates in their quest for poli·
tical office, which has most often
been a sizeable factor in the candid a t es'
success
at the
polls.
However, here is an opportunity
for young people to work for
themselves, to run their own campaign,
and to be their own
candidates-for
each and every
one of us will have to sell our
qualifications
to vote and our
image to a rather critical public.
But this is the challenge, and one
which is within our reach.
WHAT TO DO-If
there is
interest at this school for voting at
18, we ask that your newspaper
editor, student council president,
or any other interested party contact us at 397 Yale Station,
ew
Haven, or 432-0518 to set up a
speaking engagement (hopefully a
school.wide
assembly) for sometime this spring. Also, a committee
should
be organized
to
consider what strategy might be

employed to win local community
support. There is a desperate need
for money for office rent (an
office will open in Hartford in the
near future), literature, buttons,
phone
bills, advertising
costs,
stationery, paper, etc., etc. Per·
haps activities such as car washes,
dances, cake sales, and other
fund-raising
devices
could
be
organized at school during the
course of this spring. Also, a
"DoUars To Do fl" campaign is
being started, and we hope you
will send at least one dollar to the
above address.
The task to organize an effec·
tive campaign for 18 year old
voting over the next nine months
will be an immense one, requiring
all the ingenuity and plain hard
work
that
this Slate's young
people can muster.
0 one is
going to win it for us, we have to
do it ourselves. In the past several
years over ten states have turned
down a similar voting age referendum for a variety of reasons,
including a bad image of young
people,
lack of support
and
money from young people, and
bickering
among
youlhs
wich
different
polilical
philOSllphies
who
are
unwilling
to bury
hatchets and coalesce around this
issue until after the election. We
can push our various points of
view after we get tJle Vale. but we
must not throwaway
our dlance
now because of them.
Organizations in each town are

be i ng established
this spring
through schools, colleges, polilical
parties, clubs, and other groups so
that
active
campaigning
and
money raising can lake place full
time through Ihe summer and fall.
If we can "get it together"
through
ovember, we stand a
beller than even chance of convincmg voters that we are more
Ihan capable of handling suffrage
responsibility,
and in fact can
organize a campaign which will be
more personal and more efficient
than those of the myriad of candidates seeking the public's favor
this fall. If we want more say, this
is our chance-let's do it!
Edward 1. FOr.lnd. 1r.
Chauman. LET' VOTE 1
To The Edilo<:
President
ham has asked us. to
report on a study we did on the
week of larch 10 las. ye:u at the
Crozier.Williams coffee shop, and
we would like to subnu' .. •
follows.
On the week of March 10, 1969
we sal from II :30 a_m.
1:30
p.m. in the rozier·\ ill.i31l15i nack
Bar and recorded facult) SOCIogrons in order 10 study the 1""tern of interpe~nal
relation
among the Conne<:licu. College
facuhy.
fler recording our dala.
we statistically
attempled
10
determine
\\hich
of
four
va riables -age,
deparlmenl.
departmenlal
rank. and polill .. 1
(Continued on PlI S. 01. 4)
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Theater One Stages Updat;
Presentation of Antigone

~fOlr

The week before last, Theater
One presented J ean An OUIilh' S
Antigone under t h e ditree tiIOn 0 f

Ann Sheldon, cellist, accompanied by Tom Schact at student recital

Douglas Faces Impeachment
As Realist Not Revolutionary
Before most of Washington was
able to grasp the reality that
President Nixon's second Supreme
Court nominee, G. Harold Carswell, had been turned down by
the Senate, the Administration
had countered that move with an
assault to the legislative "liberals" on another front.
Representative Gerald Ford,
House Republican Leader, announced the day of the Carswell
defeat that a group of House
Republicans was seriously considering impeachment proceedings
against Justice William O. Doug.
las, a 31 year veteran of the
nation's highest court.
Among other charges, Representative Ford indicated that
Justice Douglas' recently published book ''Points of Rebellion"
was one of the factors encouraging such a move.

Vice President S. Agnew offered his own perspective on such
a move, stating that he felt the
justice's record including the new
book, should be "thoroughly
examined: so that it could be
determined

"whether there's any

reason to take action ... "
The Vice President added, "It
may

be appropriate

system which would presumably
be the' cloak used to disguise an
Administration move to impeach

Justice Douglas.
Beyond this, the very precept
upon which the book is based, as
set forth in the first chapter,
" ... The First Amendment (of
the Constitution) creates a sanctuary around the citizen's beliefs,
His ideas, his conscience, his convictions are his own concern, not
the government's," seems to have

been mercilessly ignored by the
Administration in waging this attack.

book

be a definitive work on the present state of unrest and dissatis-

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)

This fall at the Eugene O'Neil
Memorial Theater Center, the National Theater Institute, an experimental program made possible by
a Rockefeller grant, will conduct a
"resident semester" for undergraduate students nominated by
participating colleges and universities in the Northeast.

Three

Connecticut

ColIege

Crosier,

Ciel

The Institute program, directed

by Mr. J. Ranelli, a faculty member on leave from the theater
department at Wesleyan University, will include study in acting,

directing, design, and theater history and literature.

Courses will

sists of nine six-day weeks of
instruction,
two weeks of full
time rehearsal, two weeks of touring engagements, and occasional
trips to New York and other
theater centers.
In conjunction with the Institute, Connecticut College will of.

Wednesday night, Mr. Major read
poems that will be in his new
work, Swallow the Lake, and also
from an anthology of AfroAmerican poets that he edited
two years ago.

Mr. Major and

his contem-

poraries have developed a poetry
of lotal experience. They are not
poets writing on something or

about something, but they are
defInitely deep within their topic.
On the whole it is the struggle to
stand up and identify themselves
in a white man's society. This new

poetry has a breathless hard and
fast rhythm and images shoot out
with violence and strike deep. Mr.
Major descnbes a dead baby:
"sticky candy milk, twisted and
311Over her face." He also attacks
the Uhuge color of ignorance," as
he says in one poem, or in anoth.

er,

"the

sacred,

untouchable

Mel Bernhardt.
the tragic, we do not k~~: and
Antigone is nowadays the fa- direction gave us no clu . H~s
vorite fare of theatrical enthuconception of the play e to his
H Was
siasts and political dilettantes.
content to ram the play t~
One wonders, however, whether
as quickly and as efficientl°ugh
we may not be turning to the play possible. The actors were thYas
.
I b Yore,f
Ietta
f
' ere.
for wrong reasons, SInce
1it IS
t h eir OWndevices
no means a hosana to the 'revoluMr. Kneeland (Creon)'
t i o n a r y , '.
~ h. ~
, ant 1 - c?mpe.tent! if limited and rep~~~
establishmentanan vlsiOr;::ry.
e ~ouls l(nAhisgestures. Miss Laurie
On the contrary, In
e ~agu.
as ill
ntigone] was consistent}
shadow of Sophocles, Anouilh IS 'breathless', 'elevated', deaf to h y
pursui~g a ?ifferent argument, ar- own voice, bedeviled by her a~;
ticulating his own sense of doom.
and hands. The same was true of
In that same shadow, the. audi- the rest of the east: their diction
ences tend to miss the shift of was poor, dIoglcal, their gesture
perspective.
often embarrassingly angular anJ
Sophocles' Antigone is a ma- useless. Mr. Agerter (the page) and
ture, hard, unyielding spirit, a ~rl Mr. Talbot (Lst guard) were the
with a "hot. ~nd ~ver chilly exceptions: the former had very
things." Anouilh s heroine, on the little to say and said it well; the
other hand, IS an adolescent, a latter did his own thing.
repulsively self-conscious little
The technical side of the pro.
actress, bent UP.?fiplaym~ h:; role duction w~s quite satisfactory: it
in a vacuum,
a hot ml~~ pas- was not mnovatIve, but it was
sionate about itself, oblivious Of faultlessly executed. A highiy
issues and modalities. Sophocles
competent and dedicated Crew are
Antigone dies supremely con- still waiting for a director who
scious of her cause; Anouilh's knows his mind and his business
Antigone commits suicide, and
The Chorus ended the play
the gratuitous politics of her act with a plaintive question: "What
form the core of Anouilh's dis- could you do, my friend?" The
course.
answer is simple: we would do the
Whether Mr. Bernhardt was play! Do it well, do it honestly,
aware of the fact that Anouilh, by do it with the care and thought it
pitting an uninformed, narcissistic deserves.
consciousness against a set of
M.D.

CONN SIGNS AGREEMENT
or classes of the

administration
Institution.'

-cnames and pertinent facts
surrounding known convictions in
court for misdemeanors including
moral turpitude or felonies, or for
disrupting or attempting to dis. rupt the orderly conduct of affairs
in any institute
tion.

of higher educa-

Coleman has thus far refused
to sign the agreement, and has
written other college presidents
urging them also to refuse compliance. Haverford and other dissent-

ing colleges are exploring methods
to provide financial assistance to
students whose PHEAA aid will
be terminated by their school's
refusal to sign the agreement.

President Shain recently stated

fer full credit, pass/fail courses in

that

directing, stage design, costume
desing, theater history, and acting.
Guest artists and lecturers will be
made available for on-campus actio
vities.

agreement with the Commonweaith. "We may, after further

Conn

may

reconsider

currently offers no dramatic arts
major, the Institute may eventually serve as a theater department.

its

consideration,
ask the Commonwealth that our signature be sent

back," the President
Although Connecticut Coilege However, he stressed

admitted.

that the
College must seriously consider
the effect of such an action on
Conn
students
now
receiving

The
Theatre
Development
Fund is offering tickets to THE
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON
MAN-IN-THE-MOON
MARIGOLDS, by Paul Zindel, at
special rates to students and facul-

ty members. The play, produced
by Orin Lehman, opened recently

off-Broadway
at the Mercer
O'Casey
Theatre.
Tickets to
'MARIGOLDS'
are available
through the Theatre Development
Fund for a four-week period
which began April 28, at $2.50
each. Any student or faculty
member who would like to receive

notice of this and other TDF
offerings of plays at special rates
should write the Fund c/o Palace
Theatre Building, Broadway at
47th Street , New York, New York
10036.
Ralph Kirshbaurn, renowned
cellist, will perform on Thurs.,
May 7 in Dana Concert Hall, at
8 :30 p.rn.
He will perfor~
Locatelli's "Sonata in D Major
Beethoven's "A Major Op. 69, and
works from Tchaikovsky and
Samuel Barber.

PHEAA assistance.

be taught by theater professionals.
The "resident

semester"

con-

TOPIC OF CANDOR

Black Poet Clarence Major,
"From Life, Not Illusion"
to feel the power of a new strain
of
American
poetry.
Last

phil-

by Adele Wolff

some of his (Douglas') beliefs, Halstead, and Ted Chapin-have
among which, as I recall, is a been accepted by the Institute.

by Jay 8. Levin
To hear Clarence Major read
from his works and from the
writings of other black poets was

such as conservative

osophy professor Sidney Hook,
formerly of New York University,
are missing the real importance of
Justice Douglas' work.
At no time, I belleve, did he
intend "Points of Rebellion" to

National Theatre Institute
To Provide Drama Training

to look at students-Heidi

statement that rebellion is justified in cases where the establish.
ment has acted the way it's acting
at the present time."
This statement from the Vice
President indicates his ignorance
of the content of the Justice's
book more than any keen desire
to protect the nation's judicial

"Points of Rebellion" is little
more than a written expression of
the ideas, the conscience and the
convictions of a man, made strong
by over 30 years experience in the
Federal Hierarchy. Critics of the

solid, perverted dim~e .
nSlOns 0 f
mor al reaI·ity chose to d.d
.
nusconceptions
of the tra end e -ou r

insanities" that are polluting
American life.

Much of Clarence
poetry is filled with

In a speech prepared for

$250-a-plate

our

a

fund-r atslng

dinner last week, Spiro Agnew
displayed
his own unique

Major's
burning

talent for making inappropnate remarks.

despair and a desire to be free of

He

that heavy weight that is "the
paradox of my birth." The idylls

quoted

Kingman

Brewster, President of Yale
University, as having said that a
fair trial for black revolution_
aries in this country was not
possible in our judicial system.

and classic illusions of past poetry
are gone for the intertwining of an
African heritage and an American
present. At times the achievement

of that past glory seems far away,
no more than a "rusty possi-

If Mr. Brewster had been
slanderous, Or openly attacked

?ility." or "the tombs in me," but
m other poems Me. Major lets you
know just "how proud we are."

~ person
unfairly,
crying
I.mpeachment Or violent over-

Mr. Major and the other New

more repugnant to Mr. Agnew,
I can see how a reaction such
as Me. Agnew's would be warranted.
But Brewster
was

American poets are giving every
reader Or listener real poetry.

They don't reel encumbered by
the classic modes and overused
conventions, but they have arrived
with a new style that in many
ways has conventions of its own.
However. these conventions are
from life and not from illusion.

Clarence Major and his conuades
are in no way afraid of shouting

where life is really at-and the rest
of America better be listening.

throw or something perhaps

addressing himself to a situation hardiy as clear cut as the
Vice PreSident wouid like us to
believe.
.

In .ract

it

is

becoming

mcreasmgly clear that Black
P~the.rs and others cannot get
falI tnals. In the case in New
Haven, many rights have been
Suspended.

by Michael Ware
Agnew's self-righteous stand
was not a defense of the judiciary system but rather his
dictatorial
manner
asserting

itself. Agnew called for the
Alumni of Yale to dismiss
Kingman Brewster, because in
Mr. Agnew's opinion, he is not

capable of giving a fair impression of the country
to his
students. Agnew would see a
"more mature and responsible
person" to head the institution.

Thanks

to

the

American

system, the chances of Mr.
Agnew forcing Brewster out of
a job are very slim.

If Mr. Agnew had opposed
Kingman Brewster's arguments
in any intellectual manner, it

would

have been alright.

A

debate over the issue could be

nothing but helpful and perhaps reassuring. But either Mr.

Agnew didn't

feel like doing

his homework or he preferred
to rely on public acceptance of
his remarks.
In any case, his line of
reasoning is qu~stionable. If

Kingman Brewster is to be
replaced on Mr. Agnew's terms,
it would be because he aired an
opinion on a pressing issue. He
has not asked anyone to accept
this opinion, he lets it stand, .as

it should

stand, alone on ItS
hi
Mr. Agnew has voiced
s
opinion but then has added a
merits.

few
cogent
remarks
.on
Kingman Brewster's matu!~ty

and responsibility, and ability
to hoid office. Beyond that, he
has prescribed the cure. DISmiss Kingman Brewster.

I would like to say to Mr.
Agnew

that if it were so easy

to replace people who don't

think

as

you

do,

Amenca

would be sunk. How can Mr.
Agnew hold his opinion in such
high

esteem?

No

responSIble

person should be so sure.
Mr. Agnew has been grossly
unfair in trying to exercI~~
power that he in fact doesn
have, and hopefully will never
be able to obtain.

rue sda y, May 5 ' 1970

Satyagraha
P

"HARUMPH-OF

COURSE IT DOESN'T INCLUDE THEM."

DOUGLAS
faction in American. much less an
historical account of this political
first-as Me. Hook would expect.
In "Points of Rebellion" Justice Douglas is confronting the
times as he sees them, and relating
to his readers his own private
thoughts

and

projections,

at no

time intending for these to become any kind of license or policy. What he says is not new or
even more shattering than all of
the evidence of oure present militaristic and inhumane society that
has gone down before. What is
unsettling is that this revelation
comes from a J ustice of the Supreme Court-from
inside the Establishment-begging
the Justice's
pardon.
When Justice Douglas talks of
rebellion and violence. it is not as
an advocate, but rather as a realis t > facing what increasingly
appears to be the ultimate end of
the confrontation
between the
haves and have nots in this
country.
Such a confrontation
will unite the political «have
nots" as well as the material and
spiritual "outs" against an established and unresponsive government structure.

FOR THE NICEST
SEE

Expert Repairs

Over thirty pairs of glasses
are on display
in Fanning.
These are glasses which have
been found on campus this
year.
If you have lost a pair of
glasses this year, they may
be at the information
desk
of the Admin. building.

MALLOVE'S

FASHION
FABRIC CENTER

New London, Conn,

225 State Street
442·7018
442-3597

Eastern Connecticut's
Largest Jewelers

LETTERS (Continued)
viewpoim were the most Mg.riifi.
earn determinents of interpersonal
relations.
The category of age was divided
into two broad group .... young and
old with forty yean of age being
considered as the dividing point.
In the calegory of rank, Instructors and assistam profenors COfD.
posed the finl group
'hile
associate
professor.
and full
professors made up the other
group. Political VI ... w.. cia ifJed
in two broad categories liberal
and conservau v-e -se that the
liberal group included political
radicals,
liberals and liberal
moderates while the conservauve
group included reactionaries, conservatives.
and
conservative
moderates.
The
researchers'
statistical
analysis consisted of a series. of
percentage calculations of the percentage of time that each faculty
member in Our sample sat with
someone his own age, department,
academic rank. and political view
as follows:
Age: Mean 69.9%
Median 78%
Department:
iean 28.4%
Median 265%
Rank: Mean 51.9%
Median 64%
Political View:
Mean 67.6%
Median 805%
As the data was markedly
influenced
by extremes,
the
researchers consider the median
the more valuable statistic obtained. The influence from the
extremes, is, however, significant
in indicating the wide variety of
forms and patterns
of interpersonal relations
among the
faculty.
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fiBI bUI then more rapidly. from
mind 10 world and bad' agam
unul lhey produce a rock, m t
certain, most sure."
Wallace
leven could have
been the boy dashing a10ngbe Ide
'he wagon rim, prodding II wllh
his Slick to be sure u would roll,
and stroking i' back wilh his hand
nOl (0 get away.

There's only one corner of the
universe you can be certain of
unproving. and that's your own
self.
Aldous Leonard Huxley

Humor is emc)lional chnos remembered in tranquillily.
James Thurber

74 State Street
S.. II.".,., • G
W
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MR, G's RESTAURANT
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fEATURING HELLENIC fOOOS
452 William. ',treet
New London, Conn.
Telephone 447-0400
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Compliments of

SEIFERT'S BAKERY
443-6808

225 lank St

FREE

STORAGE
HECTOR'S

for all you~ garments while on summer vacation

(Pay cleaning charges only when clothing i. returned)

ARMY·

By
GRIMES
54·58 Ocean Ave.

60 Bank SI.

CLEANERS,

INC,
Phone 443-4421

TEACHERS WANTED
Southwest, Entire West and
A laska for 24 years
Southwest Teachers Agency
1303 Central A"" .• N.E.
AlbuquMque. N.M. 87106
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Motor Tu".Up
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Leather Goods
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Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Hancl-Made Clothes
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GEORGE WEIN Presenrs the 17th Aooual
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FESTIVAL

I
July 10, 11, 12, 1970
I
•We've changed Ihe daleJhl/IIlO!the co"upl.
I
At Festival Field. Newport, Rhode Island
.
I
.
Don Cherry,
[lIes
Cannonball Adderley, loUIS Ar;;:~rontJla Fitzgerald Roberta
I Davis, Vic Dickenson, Drum \"yor . °P, hane GrapellY Bobby

PENNELLA'S
RESTAlJRAHT AtlD BAK£RY
DKentU CUes fit IirtiUy
,Ifllts aU Oltlf FestrritJts
:

:

FISHER

I
I

flOWERS FOR ALl OCCASIONS

I
I

I

I Flack Pete Fountain, Dizzy Glllesp,e, Step B
Kessel' Albert I
I Hack~tt, Chico Hamilton, ~t~~anja~~'H:~~
Punch' liller, I
King, Herb .. Mann, Les c
rvation Hall jazz Band, Buddy
I joe Newman jean·Luc Ponty, Prese
T
Leon Thomas I
I Rich, ~nny 'Rollins , Nivna Sit~~~~yC~i7Iia:?;nd others.
'I
I Ike & Tma Turner, j oe. enu I,
I

I
I

L

For ,"formatlon and l.ick~1orde~u&~
Wr ce
Newpnrt Jazz j-estlval, P. f
I .. t:wporl, RtltO(.It· Isl.lOd 02R 0

---- ------------
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SHAIN SPEAKS
equal $235 and the gifts per student equal $328..
..
The problems With Projection
A in terms of the. success ~f
IS
Conn ecticut's financial future
f d' .
that it provides no way 0 urunishing the $2,607,000 gap, that
xists between the College s in~ome and expenditures.
.
Mr. Shain continued to explain
that it is highly difficult to reduce
student expenses while the College's expenses contmue to 10crease. Amidst these problems,
Projection B, he stated, WIll keep
our reserves from dwindling away
entirely by 1974.
.
Projection B,. which accounts
for an increase In student population includes the first four provision~ of Projection A, but ~rovides in addition, the following:
1.' An additional 200 students
to be added beginning 1972-73
with another 200 students to be
added beginning 1974·75.
2. Student-faculty ratio is to
be increased from 10.6: I to 12: 1.
As in Projection A, a provision
is made for normal inflation. Mr.
Shain's
slides indicated
that
national inflation has cost the
College a staggering $2,858,000.
President Sham explamed that
some of the burden created by
our "limited financial means"
might be alleviated by supplementary government funds. Fo.r
example, next year 19 Connecti-

id
__
eu t resi ent students will c
Conn each wi th approXi~rne to
$2000 of state grants.
ately
This particular measUre h
ever, will not nearly elimin~te~w.
problems that Conn faces. Ashe
further step, Mr. Shain annou a
th·
nced

.e creatlOr:

?f a Summer Plan

rung ComnusslOn, the purpos .
hi h WI'11b e t a .. stUdy acad e of
W rc
.
an d at h er related solutions to"l11C
a
problems."
ur
According to Mr. Shain a tnj
,
s·
tee gave money to the Colle
expressly for this purpOse. Hop~e
fully, the CommISSIOnwill be ab]
to produce suggestions as to ho e
the College will be able to makw
.
f
e
Its ~oney ~~. urther without
lesserung the high quality of edu_
cation." In addition, the group
will examine Conn's standards of
academic purpose and academic
Success.

PANTHERS
POLITICS
AND
POWER
saturday of parent's
weekend in the chapel

tlYluftt~5
2il State S~et

New Londoa Cona.

Shoes and Handbags ... by

Pappafjatto

~-._..
TEL. 442.8870

Deal with a woman's body
likea woman.
".'

'0"'"

We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtext
first.day'" tampons for only SO¢.
You get more than two months' supply free.
There's no other tampon like

Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
YOur first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the

old cardboardy kind, the

Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it's made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,
protects every inside

r-------------I
I

I

Once you try it, we think
you'll love it. That's why we're
making you this special "two
months free" offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months'
supply free.

I
I
I
I
I

0 Super

(,f .. "

,",d

Address

Stale
Zip
Mal/coupon 10' Internatfonal PlaylexCorporation, Dept. 550 POl
I B10x2205, Wilmington,Delaware19899. Offer expires August 31;
J

,

Here'~ 50¢ f,?r my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampOns.
Send In a plain brown wrapper, please.

I 0 Regular
I
I Name

II

inch of you.

City

I
L___________________________
970. Please allow four weeks for delIvery.

tPllytn

is lilt 1'lcltlT\l'~ of Inlernl{iorUI Pl.~te~ Corp.• OO~tr, Del. C 1969 International PI.~I:;~p.
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Ioday's woman recognizes
that vaginal odor can be a problem
any day of the month. But it's a
problem you can banish with
Bidette. Instantly, easily.
Bidette Towelettes are lint-free
cloths moistened with a medically
correct lotion to cleanse, deodorize
and freshen the outer vaginal area.
Soothingly, safely. So safely many mothers
use clinically tested Bidette on baby too!
Foil-sealed and disposable, they go anywhere.
Bidette Mist is the ideal vaginat spray.
Gentle, refreshing, instantly effective,
pleasant and easy to use.
In either convenient form, Bidette offers the
Ultimate in intimate protection. For comotete
full month feminine assurance keep Bidette
handy always and deal with a woman's
problem like a woman. Discreetly.
Towetettes in dozen, two dozen and
economy packages at drugstores, in Canada
too. Buy the Mist now and get a filled pursesize atomizer FREE!

I
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Youngs Drug Products co-o., Dept. CS.70
P.O. Box 2300, G.P.O. New York 10001
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